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The basic problem:
- BHs appear to exist:

- A quantum description of them reveals an apparent 
inconsistency in our basic physical principles



Plan:

1. Our quandary

2. Black holes as coupled quantum subsystems
connections to quantum information theory

3. Observational prospects?

LIGO/VIRGO, Event Horizon Telescope



BH disappears

:  violates QM (unitarity)

BH

Quantified by:

Missing information
Broken entanglement

Hawking’s greatest discovery?: BHs evaporate

time



Possible outcomes explored in past 40+ years:

1. QM just violated
Also violate E conservation (Banks, Peskin, Susskind)

disaster

2. Remnant left behind, “containing information”
Instability to unbounded production

disaster

3.  Information escapes
Violates locality of quantum field theory

potential disaster (acausality?)

[e.g. hep-th/9412159]



The options:

1)  We’ve missed a subtle point

2)  It’s teaching us something new about 
fundamental principles

My take: Key clue for Quantum Gravity

Analog to crisis of atomic stability Quantum mechanics?

The need to unitarize black hole evolution apparently  
calls for new physical effects

(40+ years; but e.g. Hawking, Perry, Strominger: “Soft hair”)



Various “extreme” proposals:

Firewalls

Fuzzballs (starlike stringy  
object; Mathur, …)

ER=EPR

Most involve new 
physics on scales      R 

(not      )

=

R= horizon radius

(Almheiri, Marolf,  
Polchinski, Sully)

(Maldacena, Susskind; 
van Raamsdonk)



Is there a more moderate solution, not dramatically giving up 
spacetime structure on scales         ? 

Quite possibly.  (But still radical implications.)

Postulate I, Quantum mechanics: linear space of states, unitary S-matrix 
(in appropriate circumstances) …

Work with a set of postulates:

[0711.0757}

[1701.08765] 

Need further structure …



Think of a black hole as a quantum subsystem 
of bigger system (“environment”)

Approx. correct in local QFT

“BH”

environment

Subtle with gravity

Donnelly and SBG; 
1803.04973

Also Hawking, Perry, Strominger, “Soft quantum hair”



So black holes “locally store information”

Black hole decay + unitarity implies information 
must transfer out

Will give a phenomenological “effective field theory” 
parameterization:

Postulate II, Subsystems: The Universe can be divided into distinct quantum 
subsystems, at least to a good approximation 
 

- to save quantum mechanics (Postulate 1)



States
in

“BH”

environment

Conditions on        :

Hamiltonian

~1 qubit/R “To beat Hawking”

(Postulate 1)

M=mass



“BH”

Postulate III, Correspondence with local QFT: Observations of small freely falling 
observers in weak curvature regimes are approximately well described by a local 
quantum field theory lagrangian.  They find “minimal” departure from LQFT. 

Includes observers crossing big horizons. (“nonviolent”)

Bilinear minimally needed to transfer entanglement:

U(N) generators 
(basis of operators  
between BH states)

Act on “environment”  

parameterize ignorance

Constraints: 
unitarity 

correspondence



One further simplifying postulate:

Naively,

Postulate IV, Universality: Departures from the usual LQFT description influence 
matter and gauge fields in a universal fashion. 

E.g.:

(Optional? Gedanken: mining.  Also natural for gravity.)

“BH state-dependent  
metric perturbation”

{
~

Correspondence:
- supported near BH; scale

- not restricted too near
: ~firewall

nonviolent

Unitarity: 

also

“strong, soft  
metric fluctuations”?

Necessary?

stress  
tensor



A problem and conjecture in quantum information theory:
Subsystems

How fast transfers information (entanglement)?

Common scale

BH environment
Q. sensor
Q. computer

Conjecture: 

for 

evidence in 1710.00005  
w/ Rota arXiv:1701.08765 

more work on checking  
w/ Rota, Nayak

- applications to decoherence, thermo. 



e.g. Fermi’s rule:

BH case: {
Likewise

(~simplified explanation)

(contrary to previous lore and beliefs …)



To summarize, two possibilities

strong, “coherent”

weak, “incoherent”

Both (and other proposals) violate locality of 
semiclassical BH description 

(but not necessarily causality!)

And involve new physics on scales 

(represents breakdown of semiclassical description?)



As of 2016:  we are observationally probing these scales!

Basic characteristics of proposals:

LIGO; Event Horizon Telescope

“BH”

Soft coherent. 
structure

Soft incoherent. 
structure

Firewall (AMPS, 
1207.3123)

Fuzzball 
(Mathur + 

others)
?

…

strengthL: hardness



Event Horizon Telescope Sgr A*, M87

E.g. Nonviolent unitarization, coherent:

[SG/Psaltis, 1606.07814]

β

α

[Fish et al, 1409.4690] 



Fuzzball: if

Weak/incoherent unitarization: more difficult

Firewall: difficult??

Event Horizon Telescope:



LIGO

Challenges 1) need nonlinear evolution
2) deviations deep in gravitational well 

Under exploration

Also: possible sensitivity for soft gravitational structure

Plausibly sensitivity to                   ?
(Suggested sensitivity to                   : echoes)

(even weak/incoherent: extra absorption?)

e.g. w/ Koren, Verastegui, Lehner

(GW150914)

[Cardoso et al;  
Afshordi et al]

[1602.03622,  
1703.03387]



Summary and questions

The existence of black holes provokes a crisis in our quantum 
description of the Universe

Wide belief: new physics at scales ~R

Postulates:  1) QM  2) Subsystems 3) Correspondence  
4) Universality: soft gravitational structure on BHs

New era, with LIGO and EHT: observing at scales ~R

What is the more basic fundamental quantum-gravitational 
framework? (BH clues.)

[some thoughts:  1803.04973] 

Can we constrain/observe this new physics?

Connects to general problem: Qinfo transfer - subsystems


